USB Camera Webcam C960

Webcam with Microphone
C960 Full HD 1080p
Built-in 2 Mics
90° Wide-Angle View
Low-Light Correction and Fixed Focus
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Spectacular Audio Quality eMeet webcam with microphone for
desktop is 2 built-in omnidirectional microphones applying with
eMeet Voice IA technology, picking up your voice and filtering out
background noise to create an excellent radio effect. eMeet
webcam with microphone enables you to enjoy crystal clear voice
for hassle-free communication. (When installing the USB webcam,
remember to select eMeet C960 HD webcam as the default device
for the microphone)

Low Dependence on Light Condition Automatic low-light correction
technology is applied in eMeet HD webcam 1080P so that the PC camera
could capture the image in dim light. eMeet C960 computer webcam also
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has low-light boost, color boost and adjust exposure so you look your
best, even in dim and harsh lighting. Imagine you are working in front of a
sunny window. Is it convenient for no need to draw the curtains first when
a video call comes in to get a normal exposure picture?
Crystal Clear Picture & 90 Degrees Wide View The lens of the C960 HD
webcam is composed of 4 layers lenses, made of glass and plastic,
ensuring that the picture displayed during the video conference is more
realistic. As compared to ordinary lenses, C960 webcam can provide a
higher degree of color reproduction. The 90° wide-angle lens can
accommodate more participants. In video calls, there is no need to
frequently adjust the direction of the webcam to show people in different
positions.
Plug-and-play & High Compatibility No driver required. eMeet C960 PC
webcam can be used without drivers to realize plug and play for saving
your trouble. Whether it’s a video call with relatives at home or a meeting
with colleagues in the office, the webcam for streaming is perfectly
suitable for you as a tripod-ready universal clip C960 webcam for desktop
has can be clamped on most display equipment like TV, computer and so
on. The powerful compatibility of C960 webcam makes your video easier.
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